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Central place

Location playground: ...................................
Municipal: ...................................

Target groups (minimum 2): 0-5
6-11
12-18
Surface (1.800-3.400 M²): ...................................

Is there a space for the different play types?
a specific place for all 4

Playtypes

Rauwer
Open ground for free play

Dauwer
Specific space for an
activity or game

Bouwer
Ground to mess around

0-5 year
Rest and Consideration
Fantasy and Roleplay
Motion game
construction game

6-11 year
Rest and Consideration
Social and physical interaction game
Rule and competition game
Motion game
construction game
Fantasy and Roleplay

No

Vegetation
Picnic vegetation
Pickable vegetation
Vegetation to build huts
Edible vegetation
Seasonal vegetation
Wander - and hide vegetation
Climb opportunity
Lawn
.......................

Paved
Sport pavement
Street game pavement
Pavement with route
Natural shock absorption
Artificial shock absorption
Bike/skateboard pavement
Half hardening
Sand
.......................

No

Hard and soft
High and low
Light and dark
Alive and dead
Wet and dry

No

Cold and warm
Rough and smooth
Many or none obstacles
Sun and shadow
Wind and lee

0-5 year
I can get dirty
I can do it alone
I can do more the next time
I discovered something new
It is unique in the neighbourhood
.......................

6-11 year
It goes really high
It goes really hard
There is a special playset
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
I can get dirty
I can experience the seasons
Sometimes it is different
It is unique in this district
.......................

Handicap
Playground accessible
Central path
Playset accessible
Adapted playset
Public Toilet
.......................

Interactive
Teamwork changes the game
You need each other
Digital playing together
.......................

No

No

Yes

Yes

Adults
Seating available
Meeting point
Playing together with children
There is wifi acces
There is a coffee shop
.......................

Can you point out 50 play opportunities?
see the back for inspiration and the checklist

Yes

12-18 year
I can sit and hang around
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
There is shelter for the rain
Sometimes it is different
There is wifi acces
It is unique in this city
There is drinkable water
.......................

Can you play together?
at least 2 per categorie

Interaction

Yes

Changing and unchanging
Natural and artificial
.......................

Is there enough challenge
at least 3 per chosen target group

Challenge

Yes

Water
Paddle feet water
Swimwater
Fishwater
Mudwater
Water dam construction
Iceskatewater
Water to wander
.......................

Is the place variated designed?
at least 10 variations

Design

yes

12-18 year
Rest and Consideration
Rule and competition game
Social and physical interaction game
Motion game

Is the environment varied arranged?
at least 12 from 2 categories

Decor arrangement

No
Schouwer
Space limiting zones and
provides shelter and back
cover

Is there variation in gameplay?
anything for at least 2 target groups

Gameplays

speelruimte
specialisten

No
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Yes

Can you point out 50 play opportunities?
fall and get back up
learn something
hanging
lift and drag
cranking
gooien

Body work
floating

running

kissing

sitting

shelter

jumping

climbing

rolling

crawl

lying

play with the wind

elements
play with light / the sun

creativity

painting

play with fire

pavement chalk
nature painting
make mud pies
make music
build / make

pulling
slalom
treasure hunt

cause chain reaction
digital gaming
generate energy

escape the maze

biking / steppes
catch me if you can
jumping rope

Play

interactive reactive play

play with different materials

gps/QR game

throwing games
play tag
playing in the street

balance
sway
trampoline
picnic
swing
spin round

kiting

ping-pong
rock

hide and seek
strolling
collect leaves
animal care
collect sticks and twigs
play with sand
dig

nature

sunbathing

spot animals

taste

experience colours

senses

feel

experience sound

bring out game toys
bring out sport toys

pic flowers
boating

place partytent

picking berries

sledging

smell

play movements
skaten

glide

find insects

cross

acrobatics

stage art

build a hut

pass the ball over the net

ball games

place picnic set
bring out contruction toys

from neighbors

bring your bikes / carts

introducing sand toys
make barbeque / fire

bring out water toys

fishing
find water bugs

sliding / iceskating
swimming
shoot at the goal
paddle feet
throw the ball in the basket

play with a ball

stand on lookout
body training
seesaw

manipulate water

water

play with mud
making “soup” (water)

waterfight

No
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Yes

Lets play!
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Support place

Location playground: ...................................
Municipal: ...................................

Target groups (minimum 2): 0-5
6-11
12-18
Surface (1.800-3.400 M²): ...................................

Is there a space for the different play types?
a specific place for 3 out of 4

Playtypes

Rauwer
Open ground for free play

Dauwer
Specific space for an
activity or game

Bouwer
Ground to mess around

0-5 year
Rest and Consideration
Fantasy and Roleplay
Motion game
construction game

6-11 year
Rest and Consideration
Social and physical interaction game
Rule and competition game
Motion game
construction game
Fantasy and Roleplay

Vegetation
Picnic vegetation
Pickable vegetation
Vegetation to build huts
Edible vegetation
Seasonal vegetation
Wander - and hide vegetation
Climb opportunity
Lawn
.......................

Paved
Sport pavement
Street game pavement
Pavement with route
Natural shock absorption
Artificial shock absorption
Bike/skateboard pavement
Half hardening
Sand
.......................

Hard and soft
High and low
Light and dark
Alive and dead
Wet and dry

No

6-11 year
It goes really high
It goes really hard
There is a special playset
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
I can get dirty
I can experience the seasons
Sometimes it is different
It is unique in this district
.......................

No

Handicap
Playground accessible
Central path
Playset accessible
Adapted playset
Public Toilet
.......................

Interactive
Teamwork changes the game
You need each other
Digital playing together
.......................

No

Yes

Yes

Adults
Seating available
Meeting point
Playing together with children
There is wifi acces
There is a coffee shop
.......................

Can you point out 35 play opportunities?
see the back for inspiration and the checklist

Yes

12-18 year
I can sit and hang around
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
There is shelter for the rain
Sometimes it is different
There is wifi acces
It is unique in this city
There is drinkable water
.......................

Can you play together?
at least 2 per categorie

Interaction

Yes

Changing and unchanging
Natural and artificial
.......................

Is there enoug h challenge
at least 1 per chosen target group
0-5 year
I can get dirty
I can do it alone
I can do more the next time
I discovered something new
It is unique in the neighbourhood
.......................

Yes

Water
Paddle feet water
Swimwater
Fishwater
Mudwater
Water dam construction
Iceskatewater
Water to wander
.......................

Cold and warm
Rough and smooth
Many or none obstacles
Sun and shadow
Wind and lee

Challenge

No

No

Is the place variated designed?
at least 8 variations

Design

yes

12-18 year
Rest and Consideration
Rule and competition game
Social and physical interaction game
Motion game

Is the environment varied arranged?
at least 8 from 2 categories

Decor arrangement

No

Schouwer
Space limiting zones and
provides shelter and back
cover

Is there variation in gameplay?
at least 2 gameplays per chosen target group

Gameplays

speelruimte
specialisten

No
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Yes

Can you point out 50 play opportunities?
fall and get back up
learn something
hanging
lift and drag
cranking
gooien

Body work
floating

running

kissing

sitting

shelter

jumping

climbing

rolling

crawl

lying

play with the wind

elements
play with light / the sun

creativity

painting

play with fire

pavement chalk
nature painting
make mud pies
make music
build / make

pulling
slalom
treasure hunt

cause chain reaction
digital gaming
generate energy

escape the maze

biking / steppes
catch me if you can
jumping rope

Play

interactive reactive play

play with different materials

gps/QR game

throwing games
play tag
playing in the street

balance
sway
trampoline
picnic
swing
spin round

kiting

ping-pong
rock

hide and seek
strolling
collect leaves
animal care
collect sticks and twigs
play with sand
dig

nature

sunbathing

spot animals

taste

experience colours

senses

feel

experience sound

bring out game toys
bring out sport toys

pic flowers
boating

place partytent

picking berries

sledging

smell

play movements
skaten

glide

find insects

cross

acrobatics

stage art

build a hut

pass the ball over the net

ball games

place picnic set
bring out contruction toys

from neighbors

bring your bikes / carts

introducing sand toys
make barbeque / fire

bring out water toys

fishing
find water bugs

sliding / iceskating
swimming
shoot at the goal
paddle feet
throw the ball in the basket

play with a ball

stand on lookout
body training
seesaw

manipulate water

water

play with mud
making “soup” (water)

waterfight

No
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Yes

Lets play!
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For more information and a instruction video visite www.obb-ingenieurs.nl/spikkel

Informal place

Location playground: ...................................
Municipal: ...................................

Target groups (minimum 2): 0-5
6-11
12-18
Surface (1.800-3.400 M²): ...................................

Is there a space for the different play types?
a specific place for all 4

Playtypes

Rauwer
Open ground for free play

Dauwer
Specific space for an
activity or game

Bouwer
Ground to mess around

0-5 year
Rest and Consideration
Fantasy and Roleplay
Motion game
construction game

6-11 year
Rest and Consideration
Social and physical interaction game
Rule and competition game
Motion game
construction game
Fantasy and Roleplay

Vegetation
Picnic vegetation
Pickable vegetation
Vegetation to build huts
Edible vegetation
Seasonal vegetation
Wander - and hide vegetation
Climb opportunity
Lawn
.......................

Paved
Sport pavement
Street game pavement
Pavement with route
Natural shock absorption
Artificial shock absorption
Bike/skateboard pavement
Half hardening
Sand
.......................

Hard and soft
High and low
Light and dark
Alive and dead
Wet and dry

No

6-11 year
It goes really high
It goes really hard
There is a special playset
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
I can get dirty
I can experience the seasons
Sometimes it is different
It is unique in this district
.......................

Handicap
Playground accessible
Central path
Playset accessible
Adapted playset
Public Toilet
.......................

Interactive
Teamwork changes the game
You need each other
Digital playing together
.......................

No

No

Yes

Yes

Adults
Seating available
Meeting point
Playing together with children
There is wifi acces
There is a coffee shop
.......................

Can you point out 25 play opportunities?
see the back for inspiration and the checklist

Yes

12-18 year
I can sit and hang around
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
There is shelter for the rain
Sometimes it is different
There is wifi acces
It is unique in this city
There is drinkable water
.......................

Can you play together?
at least 2 per categorie

Interaction

Yes

Changing and unchanging
Natural and artificial
.......................

Is there enoug h challenge
at least 1 per chosen target group
0-5 year
I can get dirty
I can do it alone
I can do more the next time
I discovered something new
It is unique in the neighbourhood
.......................

Yes

Water
Paddle feet water
Swimwater
Fishwater
Mudwater
Water dam construction
Iceskatewater
Water to wander
.......................

Cold and warm
Rough and smooth
Many or none obstacles
Sun and shadow
Wind and lee

Challenge

No

No

Is the place variated designed?
at least 10 variations

Design

yes

12-18 year
Rest and Consideration
Rule and competition game
Social and physical interaction game
Motion game

Is the environment varied arranged?
at least 12 from 2 categories

Decor arrangement

No

Schouwer
Space limiting zones and
provides shelter and back
cover

Is there variation in gameplay?
at least 3 gameplays per chosen target groups

Gameplays

speelruimte
specialisten

No
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Yes

Can you point out 50 play opportunities?
fall and get back up
learn something
hanging
lift and drag
cranking
gooien

Body work
floating

running

kissing

sitting

shelter

jumping

climbing

rolling

crawl

lying

play with the wind

elements
play with light / the sun

creativity

painting

play with fire

pavement chalk
nature painting
make mud pies
make music
build / make

pulling
slalom
treasure hunt

cause chain reaction
digital gaming
generate energy

escape the maze

biking / steppes
catch me if you can
jumping rope

Play

interactive reactive play

play with different materials

gps/QR game

throwing games
play tag
playing in the street

balance
sway
trampoline
picnic
swing
spin round

kiting

ping-pong
rock

hide and seek
strolling
collect leaves
animal care
collect sticks and twigs
play with sand
dig

nature

sunbathing

spot animals

taste

experience colours

senses

feel

experience sound

bring out game toys
bring out sport toys

pic flowers
boating

place partytent

picking berries

sledging

smell

play movements
skaten

glide

find insects

cross

acrobatics

stage art

build a hut

pass the ball over the net

ball games

place picnic set
bring out contruction toys

from neighbors

bring your bikes / carts

introducing sand toys
make barbeque / fire

bring out water toys

fishing
find water bugs

sliding / iceskating
swimming
shoot at the goal
paddle feet
throw the ball in the basket

play with a ball

stand on lookout
body training
seesaw

manipulate water

water

play with mud
making “soup” (water)

waterfight

No
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Yes

Lets play!
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For more information and a instruction video visite www.obb-ingenieurs.nl/spikkel

Play and sport

Location playground: ...................................
Municipal: ...................................

Target groups (minimum 2): 0-5
6-11
12-18
Surface (1.800-3.400 M²): ...................................

Is there a space for the different play types?

Playtypes

play: a specific place for all 4/ sport: at least rauwe and schouwer
Rauwer
Open ground for free play

Dauwer
Specific space for an
activity or game

speelruimte
specialisten

Bouwer
Ground to mess around

No

yes

Schouwer
Space limiting zones and
provides shelter and back
cover

Is there variation in gameplay?

Play: all gametypes per chosen target group
Sport: anything for at least 2 target groups

Gameplays
0-5 year
Rest and Consideration
Fantasy and Roleplay
Motion game
construction game

6-11 year
Rest and Consideration
Social and physical interaction game
Rule and competition game
Motion game
construction game
Fantasy and Roleplay

No

12-18 year
Rest and Consideration
Rule and competition game
Social and physical interaction game
Motion game

Is the environment varied arranged?

Decor arrangement

play: at least 15 from 3 catagories / sport: at least 2

Vegetation
Picnic vegetation
Pickable vegetation
Vegetation to build huts
Edible vegetation
Seasonal vegetation
Wander - and hide vegetation
Climb opportunity
Lawn
.......................

Paved
Sport pavement
Street game pavement
Pavement with route
Natural shock absorption
Artificial shock absorption
Bike/skateboard pavement
Half hardening
Sand
.......................

play: at least 10 variations / sport at least 2 variations
Hard and soft
High and low
Light and dark
Alive and dead
Wet and dry

Cold and warm
Rough and smooth
Many or none obstacles
Sun and shadow
Wind and lee

6-11 year
It goes really high
It goes really hard
There is a special playset
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
I can get dirty
I can experience the seasons
Sometimes it is different
It is unique in this district
.......................

No

No

both: at least 5 per chosen target group
0-5 year
I can get dirty
I can do it alone
I can do more the next time
I discovered something new
It is unique in the neighbourhood
.......................

No
Interactive
Teamwork changes the game
You need each other
Digital playing together
.......................

Yes

Yes

Adults
Seating available
Meeting point
Playing together with children
There is wifi acces
There is a coffee shop
.......................

Can you point out 20 play opportunities?
see the back for inspiration and the checklist

Yes

12-18 year
I can sit and hang around
I can always practice sports there
I can do multiple sports
There is shelter for the rain
Sometimes it is different
There is wifi acces
It is unique in this city
There is drinkable water
.......................

Interaction
Handicap
Playground accessible
Central path
Playset accessible
Adapted playset
Public Toilet
.......................

Yes

Changing and unchanging
Natural and artificial
.......................

Is there enoug h challenge

Challenge

No

Water
Paddle feet water
Swimwater
Fishwater
Mudwater
Water dam construction
Iceskatewater
Water to wander
.......................

Is the place variated designed?

Design

Yes

No
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Yes

Can you point out 50 play opportunities?
fall and get back up
learn something
hanging
lift and drag
cranking
gooien

Body work
floating

running

kissing

sitting

shelter

jumping

climbing

rolling

crawl

lying

play with the wind

elements
play with light / the sun

creativity

painting

play with fire

pavement chalk
nature painting
make mud pies
make music
build / make

pulling
slalom
treasure hunt

cause chain reaction
digital gaming
generate energy

escape the maze

biking / steppes
catch me if you can
jumping rope

Play

interactive reactive play

play with different materials

gps/QR game

throwing games
play tag
playing in the street

balance
sway
trampoline
picnic
swing
spin round

kiting

ping-pong
rock

hide and seek
strolling
collect leaves
animal care
collect sticks and twigs
play with sand
dig

nature

sunbathing

spot animals

taste

experience colours

senses

feel

experience sound

bring out game toys
bring out sport toys

pic flowers
boating

place partytent

picking berries

sledging

smell

play movements
skaten

glide

find insects

cross

acrobatics

stage art

build a hut

pass the ball over the net

ball games

place picnic set
bring out contruction toys

from neighbors

bring your bikes / carts

introducing sand toys
make barbeque / fire

bring out water toys

fishing
find water bugs

sliding / iceskating
swimming
shoot at the goal
paddle feet
throw the ball in the basket

play with a ball

stand on lookout
body training
seesaw

manipulate water

water

play with mud
making “soup” (water)

waterfight

No
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Yes

Lets play!

